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HEAD OF SCHOOL’S NOTE

KEY DATES

Another week, more community Covid related cases, another

Monday 1st February

Key Worker School bubble closure! However, this has not

9:10am Mrs Purcell LIVE assembly via Zoom link

stopped us reviewing and refining our remote learning offer.
Please see the separate document attached to your HH email
today with further information. In addition, we have been busy

Tuesday 2nd February
9:10am Teaching Team LIVE assembly via Zoom link

putting in to place lateral flow testing for our staff; providing

Wednesday 3rd February

reassurance for the school community and families.

9:10am LIVE registration for all classes via GC

You will all be aware of the announcement this week that it will

Y3 & Y6 class Google Meets pm

not be possible to resume face-to-face learning immediately

Thursday 4th February

after the February half-term, and that the government is hoping

Y4 & Y5 class Google Meets pm

it will be safe to commence the re-opening of schools from
Monday 8th March onwards. We, like you, were disappointed to
learn of this, and take no pleasure in knowing that children will

Friday 5th February
9:10am LIVE registration for all classes via GC

be out of school for a longer period. However, we accept that this

1:30pm LIVE Achievement Assembly via Zoom link

decision was based on expert review of the evidence and the

Please see individual year group timetables for further

pressure on NHS capacity, and support measures that are aimed

information and Zoom link codes.

at keeping us all safe. We welcome the news that we will be given

Y6 HOME LEARNING POSTER

at least two weeks of notice to prepare for face-to-face
education.

Mr Salomonson challenged Y6 to come up with a home learning

We will continue with Key Worker School for identified children
during this time, and we are hearing some of you - no: it isn’t fair

poster to share with everyone and Arthur (6SP) made this
superb one. We love it Arthur!

that some children are in school, and others have to remain at
home. This is the difficult situation we unfortunately find
ourselves in and have to manage in the best way we can, in a
daily-changing landscape. Without-a-doubt, the longer this
lockdown continues, the harder it is for everybody: the children,
you, our parents and carers, and of course our staff and their
families too. Moving forward, we want to increase connectivity
for our Hamleteer remote learners, we are ever-mindful of the
children’s mental health, as well as the need to provide more of
a structure to the day, with ‘live’ check-in points including:
registration

sessions,

assemblies,

‘open’

Google

meet

LCFS CHRISTMAS CARD COMPETITION

opportunities and story sessions. Please read our update which

Christmas

gives you much more detail regarding our blended approach. This

week however, we were reminded of some of the fantastic

reviewed set-up will be starting from Monday, and I look forward

artwork we produced last term. In addition to our own personal

to seeing all of the children in my live Monday morning assembly

cards, we were invited to design a card for the London Children's

where I can explain this all to them. Yes, they are all expected to

Flower Society competition. We are very pleased to announce

attend, as they would in normal circumstances – we will be

that Betty, 5TS, came 3rd. She received her certificate and prize

keeping a note! (And, as in normal circumstances, if any of the

of garden vouchers and seeds earlier this week. There were

live sessions clash with a live music lesson, the expectation is that

hundreds of entries into the competition and the judges found it

the child attends their music lesson).

exceedingly difficult to pick winners. Well done Betty!

seems

like

such

a

long

time

ago! This

RSE POLICY CONSULTATION

WORRY BOX GC ASSIGNMENTS

Many thanks to the parents and carers who took the time

We know how important mental health and wellbeing

to review and respond to Dulwich Hamlet's new

are for our pupils - especially at these challenging times.

Relationships and Sex Education policy last term. This policy

That's why we have created a 'Worry Box' assignment on

has been developed in response to the DFE's statutory

each Google Classroom. If they have worries, or would like

guidance for Relationships Education, Relationships and

to talk to an adult about how they feel, children can send a

Sex Education (RSE) and Health Education.

private message on the class Worry Box. Messages will be

Feedback on the policy was extremely positive, noting that
it provided a thorough outline of coverage on important
issues, delivered in an age appropriate way. A brief
response to questions raised follows below.
What non-statutory topics are taught as part of RSE at
Dulwich Hamlet?

received by the class teacher or another adult in the year
group, who will be able to respond and offer support - just
like we would in school.
The ‘Worry Box’ assignments will go live on Monday
morning and will be explained to the children as part of Mrs
Purcell’s whole school Monday morning live assembly.
There is no due date, and no pressure to send a message.

As outlined in the policy and as in previous years, the RSE

Children can send as many as they like - or none at

curriculum at Dulwich Hamlet includes conception, which is

all. Sometimes, the most important thing is remembering

taught in the final term of year 6. This non-statutory

that someone is always happy to listen.

content is an important part of preparing for secondary
transition, which falls within the DFE recommendation that
primary schools should "ensure that both boys and girls are
prepared for the changes that adolescence brings and –
drawing on knowledge of the human life cycle set out in the
national curriculum for science – how a baby is conceived
and born.”
As in previous years, parents and carers are informed
before RSE units are taught. Year 6 parents and
carers retain the right to withdraw their child from this nonstatutory element of the curriculum through consultation
with the Head of School.
What is the approach to teaching about LGBT?
In accordance with the statutory guidance, content relating
to LGBT is taught at a timely point and fully integrated into
the programme of study, rather than delivered as a
standalone unit or lesson. Within the Dulwich Hamlet

BIRDWATCH

curriculum, this falls primarily within the Celebrating

From today until Sunday (29th-31st January), you are

Difference unit, in which we talk about different families,

being invited to take part in the Big Garden Birdwatch

respecting differences and the importance of equality.

organised by the RSPB. Seeing as many of us are spending

Teachers have received training on content relating to LGBT

a lot more time at home, there has never been a better

from EqualiTeach, as part of the London Primary Schools'

time to look out for birds whether it's on your balcony, in

Free To Be programme, and are sensitive to this when

your garden, or in a local park. In celebration of all things

teaching within the Relationships and Changing Me units of

birds, this week, our resident bird expert Fred in 3GR, has

work.

been delighting us with information and tips relating to

We are delighted to be able to provide Dulwich Hamlet

bird watching and bird identifying. For more information

pupils with a full, age appropriate and hugely beneficial

and how to get involved, go to:

programme of PSHE and RSE teaching. We would like to

https://www.rspb.org.uk/get-

take this opportunity to thank parents and carers for their

involved/activities/birdwatch/

continued support of our provision.

REMOTE SCHOOL WORK
We are constantly astounded by the quality of learning
that is submitted. The levels of effort are fantastic as you
will see from this mini-gallery. Whilst we are experiencing
a disruption to school, much of the learning is continuing
unabated. The only problem we have is finding space for
it all on these pages.

Year Three

Nina – Brigit Riley and Op Art

Year Four

Hughie – Stone Age Boy Speech

Aryan – Visualising Empathy

Leo M – Mary Anning, Palaeontologist

Etienne - Beowulf

Year Five

Juno - Teeth

Freida - Fractions

Henry – Beowulf

Rosie – Rufus Ogendele

Nyola – Science Eggsperiment

c

Seamus – Bread Investigation

Harley – Rufus Ogendele

Year Six
Peeps – Animal Kingdoms Poster

Arlo – Fairy Tale Illustrations

Hana – Brazil Research
Leyla – Discussion Text Introduction

